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Viewing Reports
The PatientTouch System generates a variety of operational and statistical reports. Access reports by
selecting Reports from themenu tree in the Clinical Manager. A link is provided for your reference for
PatientTouch Analytics.

To view a brief description of a report, hold your mouse cursor over the name of the report as shown
below.

Generating a Report
To generate a report, perform the following steps.

1. Log in to the Clinical Manager and select Reports.

2. From the Reports screen, select the report you want to run. For example, Medication
Administration Record.
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3. Click Select to the right of the Date field to select a date or other relative date options from a list
at the top of the Select Datewindow.

4. To select the patient (if part of the report), click Select to the right of the Patient field.

5. Select Placer Order Number or Generic Name from the Sort Order drop-down list to set the
order in which themedications are listed (where sort order is available).

6. When you have selected report parameters for all required options (for more information, see
Report Parameters), click View Report to send the generated report to the screen in a PDF
reader or click Print Report to send it to the selected printer or to an e-mail address. If you
choose to view the report, it usually opens in a PDF reader window. Sometimes, depending on
the type of report, the data is displayed in a spreadsheet (example: Microsoft® Excel™).

All system generated reports have a return email address of no-
reply@patientsafesolutions.com.

Report Parameters
For most reports, there aremultiple parameters that you must define. These parameters vary,
depending upon the type of subject matter of the report. Report Parameters include, but are not
limited to the following fields:

n From – Until

n Patient

n User

n Nursing Unit – if the nursing unit has been “inactivated,” the term “inactive” will display
next to the nursing unit name. Please note that you can still generate a report with an
“inactive” nursing unit.

n Medication

n Printer

mailto:support@patientsafesolutions.com
mailto:support@patientsafesolutions.com
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Scheduling Reports
For reports run on a routine basis, most hospitals create preconfigured report schedules with
predefined parameters so a report can be scheduled to run at regular intervals. Note that not all
reports can be scheduled.

You need theManage Reports privilege in order to create and edit a scheduled report.

The same report can be saved to several different names, specifying different parameters for each
version of the report (example: different nursing units). Like other records in the Clinical Manager, you
can search for saved reports in the Search field directly above the list of reports.

Creating a Scheduled Report
Whether you are scheduling a report to be delivered to a printer or to an e-mail address, the basic
steps are the same. When setting up a report, remember to use these guidelines:

Each report has a different set of fields to complete.

1. Select Reports and click the Scheduled Reports tab.

2. Click New.

3. In the Name field, enter a name for the report. This will be the name to use within the Clinical
Manager to access this scheduled report.
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4. Select the type of report from the Report drop-down list.

5. Select a printer (or e-mail address) in the Select a Printer area and click OK. Each time the report
runs, it is sent to the specified destination.

The hospital associated with the selected printer will display on the Scheduled Reports
screen.

The Printer for MAR Export and MAR Archive Export must be figured as a Network Share.

6. For some reports, you may need to select a Nursing Unit and follow additional screen prompts.

7. Click Next>>.

8. Select a Start Date/End Date for the report and click OK:

When you select a date, you can choose relative dates so that when you run the report,
Today always refers to the current date, Tomorrow refers to the next day, Yesterday
refers to the day before, One Week Ago looks back one week and One Month Ago looks
back to the previous month. For example: If the parameters below were set for one
month ago and if September were selected in the calendar, the report would be run for
August.
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9. Select a Nursing Unit for the report and click OK.

10. Click Next>>. TheNewReport Schedulewindowwill display.

Use the descriptions below to complete the fields:
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Active: By default, the Active checkbox is selected. However, to inactivate the report, deselect the
Active checkbox. This can be used to define a schedule in advance and then make the scheduled
report active or inactive, as needed.

Enter a Day/Time Schedule for the report. Monthly: Select theMonthly option to schedule the report
to run the first day of every month. Weekly: Reports can be scheduled weekly – every day or on
specific days. To set the schedule, select theWeekly option and then select each day on which you
want the report to run.

Time Schedule: Defining the time(s) the report will be run is required. Click Edit and enter the time(s)
you want the report to run. The format is on a 24-hour clock and there can bemultiple times
separated by commas. Example: 0700, 1200, etc. Colons are entered automatically by the system so
0700 becomes 07:00. Click OK.

When you have finished entering the scheduled time(s), the Save button becomes active. Click Save to
complete the scheduled report.

If the server is down, scheduled reports do not run during the downtime, nor are the
‘missed’ reports run when the server is restored. The scheduled reports begin with next
defined scheduled time once the server is restored.

Editing a Scheduled Report
To edit a scheduled report, click Reports and then click the Scheduled Reports tab. Locate the target
report from the list and click Edit (or double-click the highlighted report) to change the parameters, as
needed. The last report configuration screen will display (where the schedule is defined). If changes
need to bemade to other aspects of the report, click Previous to go back to other report parameters.

You can also select a report from the list and click Delete to permanently discard the schedule
definition.
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Sample Scheduled Reports
Pipe-Delimited Scheduled Report
The Pipe-Delimited Scheduled report contains the following information for every medication dose
administered during the timeframe indicated:

n Patient MRN

n Patient Visit ID -> Visit Number

n Patient DOB -> format: MM/DD/YYYY

n Order Number -> Placer Order Number

n Ordered Route -> route code or blank if none

n Medication Name -> Generic Name, for multi-component order "Multi-Component Order"

n Formulary Hospital ID -> Formulary PKV(s), comma delimited if multi-component order

n Administration D/T -> format: MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM

n Administered via HH

n Administered via SM

The Pipe-Delimited Scheduled report is a very large report and therefore should not be run ad hoc; it
should be scheduled to run during the time of day with the least activity, preferably with only one
day’s worth of data. It is a pipe-delimited text file, and like all reports, can be placed directly in a file
share.

Patient Flowsheet Export (PDF) Report and Multi-Day
Flowsheet Export (PDF) Report
These reports are an optional licensed feature. Please contact your account representative for
additional information.

These reports can be exported to your EMR and require a specific naming convention. Use the
following instructions to name your report in the File Name field of the Report Schedule window:

Naming Convention

The File Name field has a maximum of 150 characters.

The File Name provides 5 optional variables listed in the table below:

Variable Description Example

%H if it is in file name, server will replace it with Hospital Code ->
Configuration -> Settings -> Global Settings tab -> Hospital
Code field

NS in the example provided
below

%V if it is in file name, server will replace it with patient visit num-
ber of the currently processing visit

a1 in the example provided
below
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Variable Description Example

%D if it is in file name, server will replace it with selected Flow-
sheet name

flow1 in the example provided
below

%R if it is in file name, server will replace it with Report Barcode
parameter

not in the example provided
below

%T if it is in the file name, server will replace it with timestamp in
the format of "yyyyMMddHHmmss"

20160623093100 in the
example provided below

Example

If the file name is: NS_%V_%D_%T, as shown in the screen capture below, the file namewill be: NS_a1_
flow1_20160623093100.pdf.

You have the flexibility to arrange the order of variables in the file name, and any literal words such as
“NS” in this example is acceptable. You can also use spaces and lower case letters in the file name.

The report file name will default to Report.pdf if you do not purchase this licensed
feature.

The report is based on the previous 24 hour period starting with the shift start time setting in the
Clinical Manager>Configuration>Settings>Global Settings>Shift Start Time; Shift Duration (12 hour or 8
hour shift set).

For example, if you have patient data and schedule the report to run weekly on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 7:00 am (shift start time 07:00/12 hour shift), the report will generate data from Monday
7 am to Tuesday 6:59 am. And then again fromWednesday at 7:00 am through Thursday at 6:59 am.

Patient Flowsheet Export Report - 24 Hours After Discharge
The Patient Flowsheet Export reports can be exported 24 hours after discharge (even for long term
stay patients). The export should include the entire visit. For example, a single shift assessment export
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should cover days 1, 2, 3...until discharge.

If there are any edits to the documentation of an intervention after the 24 hour export report has
been generated, a supplemental report automatically generates that includes those specific edits.

Intervention Reports
You may schedule the Patient Flowsheet Export Report to link to an intervention. Select the
intervention (Daily Shift Assessment in the example above). Select Yes in the Show Intervention Only
field to display collected information for the selected intervention only. Select No in this field to display
information from shared clinical data types in other interventions collected over the last 24 hour
period

Module Specific Reports
This section describes the reports available for printing in the PatientTouch Clinical Manager. Some
reports may be available for printing via the handheld and somemay be available for scheduling.
Holding themouse cursor over the name of a report displays information about the report’s details.
Each report’s parameters determine the information in the report.

Some reports generate a comma-separated (CSV) file that you can import into a spreadsheet for
further analysis. From the spreadsheet, you can sort data or copy and paste the report output into
other formats. For best results, view and format these reports before printing.

The following Module Specific Reports are included in this user guide:
Medication Administration
Specimen Collection
Blood Products Administration
Infant Care
Communications

Medication Administration Reports
Medication Administration reports are described in the next section and are grouped into the
following categories

n Nursing/RT

n Pharmacy

n Statistical

Nursing/RT Reports
This section provides descriptions of the following Nursing/RT reports:
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Medication Administration Record

TheMedication Administration Record, or MAR, provides themedication orders and administration
history for a patient for a given day. It includes allergies, diagnosis, attending Physicians and order
information suitable as the printed, permanent MAR for the patient’s chart.

By Nurse and By Unit: TheMAR by nurse and MAR by unit reports provide the same information as
the standard MAR, but have parameters for Nurse and Unit to view all patients assigned to a specific
caregiver or nursing unit.

Medication Administration Summary

This Medication Administration Summary provides up to seven days ofmedication history for a
patient, providing an overview to users who want to see a longer period of the patient’s medication
history. It shows both active and discontinued medication orders.

While the report does not contain the full detail necessary as a permanent chart document or as a
means for auditing medication errors, some hospitals choose to generate this report each day for all
patients on the unit and place it in the patient chart as a resource for physicians during their rounds.

By Nurse and By Unit: You can also run the report by nurse, or unit.

MAR Worksheet

TheMARWorksheet displays all currently ordered medications and due times for a patient. PRN
medications are listed after the scheduled meds. It can be used to replace the handwritten notes
many caregivers write to keep track of their patients and important information about them.
Caregivers can reprint this report during a shift to show the latest medication orders.

By Nurse and By Unit: TheMARWorksheet by nurse and by unit reports provide the same
information as the standard MAR, but provides MARs for all patients assigned to a specific caregiver or
nursing unit.

RT MAR Worksheet

The RTMARWorksheet displays all currently ordered RTmedications and due times for a patient. PRN
RTmedications are listed after the scheduled medications. It can be used to replace the handwritten
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notes many caregivers write to keep track of their patients and important information about them.
Caregivers can reprint this report during a shift to show the latest medication orders.

By User and By Unit: The RTMARWorksheet by user and by unit reports provide the same
information as the standard RTMAR worksheet, but provideMARs for all patients assigned to a
specific caregiver or nursing unit.

MAR Worksheet Addendum

TheMARWorksheet Addendum provides a blank MARWorksheet that caregivers can use to track
changes and make other working notes they may need during a shift or med pass.

Patient Flowsheet

The Flowsheet can be configured to display clinical data that is collected on a patient. You must select
the type of Flowsheet you want to view or print as one of the parameters for a Patient Flowsheet
Report.
The report includes the name and credentials of the documenting caregiver plus a user-defined directional
barcode to direct the information to a specific area of the EMR.

Clinical data can now be graphed across a Flowsheet row for multi-day Flowsheets. The parameters of
the graph are determined by theminimum and maximum values identified in the clinical type chosen
to graph. For more information on configuring a Flowsheet row, see Creating a Flowsheet Row.

Users may also enter information to be displayed as a barcode on Flowsheets when they are printed
or viewed. This barcode is most frequently used by the hospital to scan the report into the hospital
EHS system. The user will need to enter the barcode each time the report is printed or viewed. For
scheduled reports, the user can define the barcode when the report is scheduled. It will then appear
on the report every time it prints.

In order to select a new Flowsheet type for display or printing, the clinical types, Flowsheet rows, and
Flowsheet categories must first be defined and configured in Clinical Manager. See Flowsheet/mView
Configuration in the Clinical Manager Configuration User Guide for more information.

Flowsheet by Unit

The Flowsheet by Unit report allows you to print a specific Flowsheet for all patients on the selected
nursing unit.

Multi-Day Flowsheet (by Patient)
The Multi-Day Flowsheet report covers multiple days and displays hospital-customized information including the
patient's vital signs and other care-related information. The data is grouped by shift time intervals, defined by
the user generating the report (e.g. 4, 8 or 12 hours). Seeing the data across multiple days allows the viewer to
get a sense of the trending of the patient's condition. This report is available in the Scheduled Reports to be
printed by Unit. A hospital-specific barcode can be associated with this report to support scanning the printed
report into an EHR.

ICU Flowsheet (by Patient)

The ICU Flowsheet is a 24-hour Flowsheet specifically for critical care units, displaying the patient's vital
signs and other hospital-customized care-related information. The data is displayed in hourly
increments, with the 24-hour time period being configurable, based on the selected start time (e.g. a
start time of 00:00will display information from 00:00 to 23:59). This report gives the viewer a sense of
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the trending of the patient's condition within a 24 hour period. This report is available in the
Scheduled Reports to be printed by Unit. A hospital-specific barcode can be associated with this report
to support scanning the printed report into an EHR.

Therapeutic Events Report

The Therapeutic Events Report provides caregivers, starting their shifts with documentation, about
medications omitted or held during the previous shift, and PRNmedications that were given. This
report provides history (defined by start and end dates) for a given set of patients.

In addition to start and end dates, select a specific nurse to report on patients assigned to that
caregiver. If patients are not yet assigned, the report returns no results. Events can be sorted by
Room Number, Order Number or Generic Name. Or, they can be sorted by Patient Name, Order
Number or Generic Name.

Pharmacy Reports
This section provides descriptions of the following Pharmacy reports:

Allergy/Interaction Activity Report (CSV)

The Allergy/Interaction Activity Report presents an overview of all Allergy and Drug Interaction
warnings received by caregivers at the bedside. The data includes the action taken (warning
overridden or administration canceled) and themedication, user, and patient data. The data also
includes the following event types for duplicate drug therapy: Duplicate Drug Therapy Warning
Override and Duplicate Drug Therapy Canceled.

All Overrides Report

The All Overrides Report provides a CSV listing of all of the overrides that occurred during the selected
time frame for the selected unit. The data includes date, type of override, medication, user and
patient data. This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed
in a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Quarantine Orders Report

The Quarantine Orders Report allows hospitals that utilize the Order Verification feature to review all
orders that were quarantined for a user-specified time period. The data includes order, patient, user,
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and quarantine reason.

Current Quarantine Orders Report

The Current Quarantine Orders Report allows hospitals that utilize the Order Verification feature to
review all orders that currently are in quarantined status. The data includes order, patient, user, and
quarantine reason.

Formulary Listing Report (CSV)

The Formulary Listing Report provides a complete record of the hospital formulary detail in theMaster
Drug File. This report also includes a column for Exclude Duplicate Therapy Check. This report is
generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a spreadsheet
application, such as Microsoft Excel.

SIG Code Listing Report (CSV)

The SIG code Listing Report provides a complete record of the system’s SIG codes and related settings.
This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Route Listing Report (CSV)

The Route Listing Report provides a complete listing of all of the available routes entered into the
PatientTouch System. If configured, the assigned Coding System, Code, Description, and Short
Description are also provided. This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV)
that can be viewed in a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

NDC Verification Report (CSV)

The NDC Verification Report provides details on any formulary items that do not contain at least one
valid First DataBank™ (FDB) NDC number, which makes the formulary item invalid for allergy and drug
interaction checking. The NDC Verification Report includes the following fields: Formulary ID, Generic
Name, Reference Brand Name, Strength/Unit, Volume/Unit, Dosage Form, and Existing Non-Valid
NDCs. Disabling themedication from drug interactions and allergy checking and/or configuring the
formulary item as a non-medication from within theMaster Drug File will remove the drug line item
from this report.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Mismatched Drugs Report (CSV)

This report provides details on any formulary items that have NDC or RxNorm mismatches compared
to the currently loaded FDB database.

TheMismatched Drugs Report contains the following fields: Formulary ID, Generic Name, Reference
Brand Name, Strength/Unit, Volume/Unit, Dosage Form, Mismatched Drug Codes/Names, and
Mismatch Type.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.
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Order Verification Audit Report

The Order Verification Audit Report can be used by caregivers at hospitals that use the Order
Verification feature to determine if there are orders that have:

n Never been verified

n Been quarantined and not updated

n Been discontinued and not verified during a given time frame

Order Verification History Report (CSV)

The Order Verification History Report allows hospitals that utilize the Order Verification feature to
audit the verification status changes for individual patient orders. Details include order information,
order status, user, and reasons for quarantine.

Select the destination where you want to print, export, or e-mail this report and then, select the target
patient.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Overrides vs. Orders Report

The Overrides vs. Orders Report provides caregivers with a way to verify that all medications recorded
with the PatientTouch System have an associated order in the patient’s record. Caregivers encounter
situations every day that call for a medication to be administered before the order has been entered in
the system. Using this report, the PatientTouch System compares and matches any “Order Not Found
in System”medication administrations to orders entered into the system later.

When comparing these orders, the PatientTouch System identifies orders within the specified time
frame that have a matching medication name and strength, but not necessarily the dose. If more than
one possible match is encountered, each one appears next to the OverrideMedications Given.

All report parameters are required. You can select a 3, 6, 9, or 12 hour time frame in which to look for
comparable orders with a start timewithin that window (beginning at the administration time and
looking forward).

Pharmacy Configuration Incomplete Report

The Pharmacy Configuration Incomplete Report provides details on formulary items, SIG Codes, and
allergy codes created through an interfacemessage with the PIS that have not yet been configured in
the PatientTouch System.

Formulary Clinical Prompt Configuration Report

This report generates a list of clinical prompts assigned to formulary items along with the prompt
settings for that item.

Invalid Barcode Scan Report (CSV)

This report generates a list of barcodes scanned that resulted in no barcode found messages. This is
also a scheduled report.
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Statistical Reports
This section provides descriptions of the following Statistical reports:

Patient Rights Exception Report (CSV)

The Patient Rights Exception Report shows all medication administration events where the order
parameters were overridden. This report includes event type, override reason, medication,
administration, user, and patient data.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Hospital Statistical Report (CSV)

The Hospital Statistical Report provides a statistical overview of commonly audited data points
including bedside scanning compliance. The report includes hospital totals as well as individual nursing
unit statistics.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Nursing Unit Statistical Report (CSV)

The Nursing Unit Statistical Report presents the same data points as the Hospital Statistical Report but
includes both nursing unit totals and individual user statistics per unit. You can include one or all of
the nursing units.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

User Statistical Report (CSV)

The User Statistical Report presents the same data points as the Hospital Statistical Report but
includes individual user statistics, across all units on which they worked.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.
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Nursing Unit Scan Compliance Report (PDF)

The Nursing Unit Scan Compliance Report generates a list of all nurses who administered medications
on the unit during the given timeframe, and the percentage of administrations given using the
handheld. This allows the nursemanager of each unit to gain a quick understanding of his/her unit's
scan compliance. You can also choose to include or not include “Not Give” administrations using the
report parameters. This report can be printed immediately or scheduled according to the needs of the
unit. The user can select one or multiple nursing units to include in the report, which will print by unit.
This information displays in the report header. In addition, the user can select a Not Given Reason
from which to include in the report. This information also displays in the report header.

Dose Not Given Report

The Dose Not Given Report provides a detailed view of all scheduled medication doses that were not
administered or were omitted. The report includes the reason for omission as well as detailed order,
patient, and user data.

This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

HIPAA Audit Trail Report

The HIPAA Audit Trail Report provides information on what users in the PatientTouch System have
accessed patient information during a specified time period. The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) defines, among other things, Audit Controls with which hospitals must
comply.

This report is available by Patient and by User. It identifies the activity of users not currently assigned
to the patient for whose data they are accessing.

For reporting purposes, accessing patient data is defined as one of the following actions:

n Viewing or printing reports that contain patient information (such as MAR or MAR
Worksheet)

n Viewing, editing, or printing patient records in the Clinical Manager

n Scanning a patient wristband with the handheld

n Preparing a medication with the handheld

n The HIPAA Audit Trail Report can be run by patient or by user.

Medication Administration Activity Detail Report

TheMedication Administration Activity Detail Report provides a summary view of all administration
activity for one specific formulary line item for a configurable date range in a CSV format. The report
data includes the event type (early, late, and omitted), reason (if applicable), date/time, amount
given, order number (if applicable), patient visit number, unit name, and caregiver name and role.

Cancel Admin Report (CSV)

The Cancel Admin Report provides a detailed view of all medication administrations that were started
by scanning a medication barcode, and then canceled by the user. The report includes the event type
as well as medication scanned, date and time, unit, user, order ID and visit number.
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This report is generated in a comma-separated values format (.CSV) that can be viewed in a
spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel.

Follow Up Compliance Report

The FollowUp Compliance Report provides information on compliance to follow-up prompts such as
pain scales and IV stop times. Management can use this type of report to monitor how users are
performing in this area, provide additional training to staff as well as determine if adjustments need to
bemade to follow up configurations to increase compliance.

MAR Export Summary (CSV)

TheMAR Export Summary identifies when the last export occurred, howmany reports were exported,
and howmany were re-exported. For each re-exported report, the summary contains theMRN, Visit
Number, and MAR Date of the patient.

TheMAR Export generates a TIFF or PDF for any MAR that has been modified since the last time it ran.
The output is individual TIFFs or PDFs for each day, for each patient. If a MAR has been edited,
regardless of the day, it will be re-exported.

MAR Archive Export Summary (CSV)

TheMAR Archive Export Summary identifies when the last Archive Export occurred, howmany reports
were exported, and howmany were re-exported.

TheMAR Archive Export generates either a TIFF or PDF for a MAR that comprises an entire patient
visit. The report kicks off only when the patient is discharged and then theMAR is created as a single
TIFF or PDF for the entire visit.

Undocumented Scheduled Doses Report

The Undocumented Scheduled Doses report provides information on scheduled medication orders
that were not administered, and what override reasons were documented.

Numerator Report – Measure Specific eMAR (CSV)

This Meaningful Use report provides the numerator information to calculate the Electronic Medication
Administration Record measure in a CSV format. The report data includes encounter ID, patient ID,
last name, first name, DOB, age, gender, number of orders, and number of orders for which all
administered doses are given using assistive technology (scanned using the handheld). The
PatientTouch System software name and version number also appear on the report. If your hospital is
configured for Campus Support, you will have the option of selecting the specific facility for which you
want to run this report without logging into the Clinical Manager for the specific hospital.

Numerator Report – Measure Specific Vitals (CSV)

This Meaningful Use report provides the numerator information to calculate the "Record Vital Signs"
measure in a CSV format. The report data includes encounter ID, patient ID, last name, first name,
DOB, age, gender, All Vitals Recorded for Stage, and whether the height, weight, and/or BP was
recorded during the encounter. The PatientTouch System software name and version number also
appear on the report. If your hospital is configured for Campus Support, you will have the option of
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selecting the specific facility for which you want to run this report without logging into the Clinical
Manager for the specific hospital.

eMAR Numerator Report by Parameter (CSV)

This report filters the patient visits included in the numerator by location and Service ID. In addition, if
the nurse notes on the handheld that the dose was documented in the EHR (non-PatientSafe
Solutions)MAR, this report appropriately considers this in the numerator. The report data includes
encounter ID, patient ID, last name, first name, DOB, gender, number of orders and number of orders
for which all administered doses are given using assistive technology (scanned using the handheld).
The PatientTouch System software name and version number also appear on the report. If your
hospital is configured for Campus Support, you will have the option of selecting the specific facility for
which you want to run this report without logging into the Clinical Manager for the specific hospital.

eMAR Orders Report by Parameter (CSV)

This report is very similar to the eMAR Numerator Report by Parameter (CSV) in that it includes the
additional filtering parameters of excluded nursing unit(s), Service ID(s), and utilize the not give
override reasons. However, this report also includes additional information such as the order number,
order start/stop time, generic name of themedication, formulary PKVs, total doses administered,
doses administered using assistive technology, and doses marked as not give with defined reasons, if
selected in the report parameters). The PatientTouch System software name and version number also
appear on the report.

If your hospital is configured for Campus Support, you will have the option of selecting the specific
facility for which you want to run this report without logging into the Clinical Manager for the specific
hospital.

The following filters/inclusions are available in the eMAR Numerator Report by Parameter and eMAR
Orders Report by Parameter-:

n Excluded Nursing Unit: If one or more Nursing Units are selected, patient visits with this
Nursing Unit as the last Nursing Unit for the patient visit will be excluded from the reports.

n Excluded Service ID: If one or more Service IDs are selected, patient visits with this Service
ID as the last Service ID for the patient visit will be excluded from the reports.

n Included Not Give Reason: This may be used by hospitals who do not have bi-directional
interfaces to their EHR, and are documenting administrations in the EHR as well as Clinical
Manager (or instead of Clinical Manager). This allows the nurse to identify doses as not
given via the HH, and “includes” this administration in the doses documented in Clinical
Manager. This will result in the associated order being removed from the Numerator.

First Dose Education Report

This report provides a detailed view of all first dose education responses given by the clinician when
he/she is prompted to educate the patient about medications. The quality improvement (or other)
department user can use this report to identify potential areas for improvement around first dose
education and clinician compliance in providing it to patients.
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Specimen Collection Reports
You must have the Manage Reports privilege to view and generate Lab reports. The following reports are
available for use with the Specimen Collection module and are described in this topic:
Draw List (by Unit, User, or Patient)
Lab Workflow Report
Lab Early/Late Report
Can’t Get Draw Reports
Lab Omitted Report
Lab Statistical Report
Lab User Activity Report
Missing Samples Report

The following single-order draw reports can be automatically printed as notifications on any network printer
designated as the Lab Printer in the PatientTouch Clinical Manager if the corresponding options are enabled.

n New Stat and Urgent/ASAP Orders
n Late Orders
n “Can't Get” Orders
n “Re-Collect” Orders

To access reports in the PatientTouch Clinical Manager (except those automatically printed), select the report
you want to run from the Reports folder as shown below. You can then select parameters and run the report or
view it on the screen.

Draw List (by Unit, User, or Patient)
The Draw List is used by caregivers to generate and review a list of outstanding lab orders for patients in one or
more nursing units.

Parameters
The Draw List is available as three separate reports, sorted by nursing unit, by user, or by patient. It is listed by
the due time of lab order. Parameters vary based on the selected report.
You can generate the Draw List from the Reports menu or from the Lab Dashboard. You can also select the
collector types (Nurse, Phlebotomist, RT, and/or Add-On) to include.
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Example of Draw List (by Unit) Report

Lab Workflow Report
The Lab Workflow Report documents each action taken on a patient and lists the user who performed the
action and the time the action was taken.

Parameters
You can specify a patient and a range of dates and/or times to include in the Lab Workflow Report.
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Example of Lab Workflow Report
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Lab Early/Late Report
The Lab Early/Late report displays a list of timed and routine draw specimens that were collected early or late,
and stat and urgent orders that were collected before the due time.

Parameters
You can specify a range of dates and/or times to include in the Lab Early/Late Report.

Example of Lab Early/Late Report

Can’t Get Draw Reports
The Can’t Get Draw Reports are used to identify all current and historical specimens that have been marked as
“Can’t Get” in the Collection Workflow. These reports will identify specimens that were unable to be collected.
The following new reports have been added:
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n Can’t Get Draw Report Historical (CSV)-displays an Excel spreadsheet with a list of specimens that
were marked as “Can’t Get” in the Collection Workflow for the dates specified. If the specimen was
since collected, the original “Can’t Get” information, along with any subsequent attempts, still
displays in this report. For example, if a specimen is marked as “Can’t Get” at 8:00 a.m. but is since
collected at 10:00 a.m. the same day, the original “Can’t Get” information and all subsequent
attempts will display in this report.

n Can’t Get Draw Report By Unit Historical (CSV)- displays an Excel spreadsheet with a list of
specimens by nursing unit, that were marked as “Can’t Get” in the Collection Workflow for the dates
specified. If the specimen was since collected, the original “Can’t Get” information, along with any
subsequent attempts, still displays in this report. For example, if a specimen is marked as “Can’t Get”
at 8:00 a.m. but is since collected at 10:00 a.m. the same day, the original “Can’t Get” information
and all subsequent attempts will display in this report.

n Can’t Get Draw Report Current (CSV)- displays an Excel spreadsheet with a list of current specimens
that were marked as “Can’t Get” in the Collection Workflow for the dates specified. If the specimen
was since collected, the entire entry is removed from this report. For example, if a specimen is
marked as “Can’t Get” at 8:00 a.m. but is since collected at 10:00 a.m. the same day, the “Can’t Get”
information for this specimen will not display in this report.

n Can’t Get Draw Report Current (By Unit)- displays a PDF file with a list of current specimens by
nursing unit, that were marked as “Can’t Get” in the Collection Workflow for the dates specified. If
the specimen was since collected, the entire entry is removed from this report. For example, if a
specimen is marked as “Can’t Get” at 8:00 a.m. but is since collected at 10:00 a.m. the same day, the
original “Can’t Get” information for this specimen will not display in this report.

Parameters
The parameters will vary depending on the type of report you select. The screen capture below is from the
Can’t Get Draw Report Current (CSV).

Example of Can’t Get Draw Report Current (CSV)

Lab Omitted Report
The Lab Omitted report includes the lab orders that were omitted using the PatientTouch System Manager.

Parameters
You can specify a range of dates and/or times to include in the Lab Omitted Report.
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Example Lab Omitted Report
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Lab Statistical Report
The Lab Statistical report is a tabular report, generated in comma-separated text format (.CSV), which includes
the date and time of the draw, collector/user, nursing unit, tests collected, and witness, if any.
Each row in the report displays activity data for one completed/documented specimen collection workflow
(draw), whether or not any or all specimens were collected.
Tests for a lab order are displayed only if all ordered tubes for that test were collected. (A row will still be
included in the report, since the draw with the “Can't Get” tubes was documented.)
The Order Type column includes the order type(s) — stat, urgent, timed, and/or routine — documented for the
draw, whether or not all specimens were collected. For example, if a draw included one timed and one routine
order, the value “ROUTINE, TIMED” would be displayed in the column. If a draw included two routine orders,
the value ”ROUTINE(2)” would be displayed.

If a specimen is not documented as collected (e.g., if the collector printed labels but did
not confirm and document the draw), the collection activity is not included, even if the
specimen was received in the lab via the LIS.

This report can be opened in Microsoft Excel or other data manipulation tools for analysis and formatting as
desired.

Parameters
You can specify the start and end date for the report.

Example of Lab Statistical Report

Lab User Activity Report
The Lab User Activity report is a tabular report, generated in comma-separated text format (.CSV), which
includes the date and time of the draw, collector/user, and nursing unit.
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Each row in the report displays one collection episode where the patient was positively identified (via wristband
scan), at least one specimen was collected with labels printed, and the collection was documented. Collections
that are canceled or in which no specimens are collected are not included in the report.
This report can be opened in Microsoft Excel or other data manipulation tools for analysis and formatting as
desired.

Parameters
You can specify the start and end date for the report.

Example of Lab User Activity Report

Missing Samples Report
For those hospitals that use the optional Receive Specimens workflow, the Missing Samples Report displays
blood draws that were documented as collected in the PatientTouch System but have not been acknowledged
as received in the lab.

Parameters
You can specify a range of dates and/or times to include in the Missing Samples Report.
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Example of Missing Samples Report

Blood Transfusion Reports
In addition to the Transfusion Record, the following reports are available for the Blood Product
Administration module:
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n Transfusion Activity Report: Contains information about documented caregiver transfusion
activity (results and alerts).

n Blood Bank Activity Report: Contains information about blood product management
activity (results and alerts) in the Blood Bank.

n Transfusion Record Export Summary Report: The report includes the number of
transfusion records exported as well as the number of records re-exported since the report
was last run.

You can run these from the Reportsmenu in PatientTouch Clinical Manager.

Transfusion Activity Report
This report provides tabular data (CSV text format) on caregiver transfusion workflow activity,
including user, patient, blood product, start and stop time, and procedure result (successful
completion, alert, etc.), suitable for viewing and manipulation in Microsoft Excel and other data
analysis tools.

This report is available in the Blood Transfusion section of the Reportsmenu in the PatientTouch
Clinical Manager.

You can run the report by user (caregiver), nursing unit, and/or patient for a specified date range.
Select Blood Bank Activity Report (CSV) from the Reports screen. Enter values to control the data
included in the report.
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Example of the Transfusion Activity Report

As with other PatientTouch System reports, the Transfusion Activity report can be scheduled and
automatically generated to a specified destination.

Blood Bank Activity Report
This report provides tabular data (CSV text format) on blood bank workflow activity, including
information about the user, blood product, patient, and activity result (successful completion, alert,
manual unassignment with reason, etc.), suitable for viewing and manipulation in Microsoft Excel and
other data analysis tools. This report is available in the Blood Transfusion section of the Reportsmenu
in the PatientTouch Clinical Manager.

You can run the report by user (caregiver), nursing unit, and/or patient for a specified date range.
Select Blood Bank Activity Report (CSV) from the Reports screen. Enter values to control the data
included in the report.
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Example of the Blood Bank Activity Report

As with other PatientTouch reports, the Blood Bank Activity report can be scheduled and
automatically generated to a specified destination.

Transfusion Record Export Summary Report
If the PatientTouch Clinical Manager is configured to export blood transfusion records, the report
includes the number of transfusion records exported as well as the number of records re-exported
since the report was last run. The patient's medical record number, visit number, and the date and
time the transfusion record was edited in the Clinical Manager are included in the report for patients
whose transfusion records have been re-exported.

This report is available in the Blood Transfusion section of the Reportsmenu in the PatientTouch
Clinical Manager. You can choose to view the report on screen or print the report.

Example of the Transfusion Record Export Summary Report

As with other PatientTouch reports, the Transfusion Activity Report can be scheduled and
automatically sent to a specified destination.
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Infant Care Reports
The following reports are available for the Infant Care module:

n Infant Care Activity Report: Contains information about infant care and breast milk management
activity (results and alerts).

n Infant Care Near Miss Report: Contains information about “near misses” (alerts for scans of
incorrect bottles for feeding, infant matching, etc.) documented during infant care activities.

You can run these from the Reports menu in PatientTouch Clinical Manager.

Activity Report
The Infant Care Activity Report is a tabular report (CSV text format) containing information about infant care
workflow activity, and includes information about the user, infant, breast milk, and activity result (successful
completion, alert, etc.) suitable for viewing and manipulation in Microsoft Excel and other data analysis tools.
When there is a mismatch between mother and infant or when an incorrect bottle is scanned, a mismatch alert
displays on the handheld. The Infant Care Activity Report displays the handheld ID of the nurse who received the
mismatch alert. In addition, the report displays the barcode that was scanned. See the example report below for
additional details.
This report is available in the Infant Care section of the Reports menu in the PatientTouch System Manager.
You can run the report by nurse, patient, and/or nursing unit for a specified date range.

Example Infant Care Activity Report
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As with other PatientTouch reports, the Infant Care Activity Report can be scheduled and automatically emailed.

Near Miss Report
The Infant Care Near Miss Report is a tabular report (CSV text format) containing information about infant care
workflow activities that resulted in “near misses”–events for which an incorrect match occurred, such as a
mismatch between infant and bottle during feeding, or between an infant and mother – during the workflow.
The report includes information about the user, infant, attempted match activity, suitable for viewing and
manipulation in Microsoft Excel and other data analysis tools.
When there is a mismatch between mother and infant or when an incorrect bottle is scanned, a mismatch alert
displays on the handheld. The Infant Care Near Miss Report displays the handheld ID of the nurse who received
the mismatch alert. In addition, the report displays the barcode that was scanned. See the example report
below for additional details.
This report is available in the Infant Care section of the Reports menu in the PatientTouch System Manager.
You can run the report by nurse, patient, and/or nursing unit for a specified date range.

Example Near Miss Report

As with other PatientTouch reports, the Infant Care Near Miss Report can be scheduled and automatically
emailed.

Communications Reports
Users with the Manage Reports privilege can view and generate Communications Reports in Clinical Manager.
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The following reports are available for the Communications module:

n HIPAA Audit for Messaging Report
n HIPAA Audit for Tagged Messaging Report

HIPAA Audit for Messaging Report
This report lists all sent and received messages by User. You can run the report by user for a specified date
range.

Example HIPAA Audit for Messaging Report

HIPAA Audit for Tagged Messaging Report
This report lists all sent and received messages by tagged patient. You can run the report for a patient with a
specified date range.
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Example HIPAA Audit for Tagged Messaging Report
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